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#FALLBREAK
Heading out of town? Let us know where you're
going by tweeting #Fallbreak @The_BG_News.
Look for your response in the next issue Oct. 12
andonlineatBGNEWS.COM
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Campus buildings open
during Fall Break
The University w* reca/me Fal Break Monday
and Tuesday.

Students, bookstore participate in first annual National Student Day
By Brian Bohmrt
Reporter

fortunate.

The event ran from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. in the Union. It was open to
all students who wanted to help
the cause and get involved with
service-related projects and organizations both on-campus and in
the community.
The Bookstore asked students to
bring in donations that would be
sent to local area charity organizations. Items such as used cellphones, toiletries, canned goods.

The University Bookstore look pan
in recognizing student service in
the community by hosting the first
annual National Student Day on
Thursday.
National Student Day is a nationwide initiative encouraging college
students across America to give
back to their communities and volunteer to help those who ate less

Unrveisrtys website

CAMPUS
BRIEF

University Bookstore celebrates
national holiday for students

Al daces ate schecUed to resume agar on
Wednesday, but the Unrversty is not consdeted
closed dumo, the break, sad Dave Kelmeyei.
University spokesman

clothing and kitchen items were
accepted throughout the day.
As an incentive for the donations, Assistant Sides Manager for
the Bookstore Cory Heinhard said
anyone who contributed to the
cause was entered in a grand prize
drawing to win a semester's worth
of free textbooks courtesy of the
Bookstore.

www.bgnews.com

Students are pamtted to stay n ther residence
hak and are not required to 9 out papeiworl or pay
fees
Al permt and metered paring areas on campus
wl be enforced as normal according to the Parking
Services secton ol the Univerety's website.
The Jerome bbrary vJ be open from 1 -5 p m
Sunday and8amto6pm Monday

Al lining hak eoept The Sundial Cankm Phce
and DunkiiDoiutswi! be dosed Saturday and
Sunday The Bowing Greenery. Bbck Swamp Pub.
Founders. The Oak and Pliibeny vJ also be dosed
Monday and Tuesday
Special hours lor the remarmg drag hak are
available al www dm nr>>n ;
Dining Services Special Houri:
C«iHon Pl«f
Dunltin Donuts. Itu "
F«koniN«t
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The Student Reoeatoi Center wl feature
specs! hours, wSch are available on Us section of the

See HOLIDAY | Page 2
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YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE

Johnny Rockets closes,
student employees affected
Students seek new job opportunities through University
By

MM

Filby

News Editor

lAUMNPOrr

I'lfBGNlWS

MICHAEL C00MES gets everyones attention before serving the next beer al the second beer tasting this year al the Black Swamp Pub in (he Union

PULSE

FORUM

Gaitlin (iolich saw it coming, just
nol this soon.
(.iili< h thought shed have until
Christmas, or at least longer than
Sunday at 6 p.m.
A senior at the University, (Iolich
lost her job Sunday along with other
students and Howling Green residents after a Johnny Rockets restaurant in Perryshurg announced
it would not open its doors Monday
morning.

See ROCKETS I Page 2

SPORTS

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Who should UA0 have gotten to perform for
Homecoming?

Get your video game on

Protest catches public eye

BG hockey starts season tonight

The newly-opened gaming shop on Main

The Occupy Wall Street protest group

After an offseason of preparation and an exhibition

Street deals in mote than just games. It

is camping out near Wall Stteet to draw

game victory, the BG hockey team begins its

also sells movies. iPods and phones, and

attention to what it believes ate impropet

season tonight with a 7 p.m. home game against

hosts gaming tournaments | Page 5

business practices | Page 4

the University of Connecticut | Page 6

5

" The first thing I started thinking
aboul was my lent* (iolich said.
Golich pays for her rent without
assistance and lives in Bowling
Green with Amanda Knollman,
an assistant manager at Johnny
Rockets who also lost her job
Sunday.
Knollman. win .worked,n Inhnny
Rockets for a year, saw Ihe closing coming too. bin she was a little

JJ. MANNING
Freshman. Sports Management

"Mac Miller | Page 4
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-3.6,5 DRINK SPECIALS-

S3 Pitchers/Beer!
$6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!
3 FOR S5 Vodka Bombs!
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BLOTTER

t,

DJ MANNY

' 18 & Up* 21 & over FREE
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel
reported in University Lot
16.

magic marker within the 100
block of S Main St.

745 P.M.

11:27 PM.
A drug suspicion was reported in Offenhauer East.

WED. OCT. 5
11:08 A.M.
Complainant reported an
egged door and window
screens stolen at apartments
within the lOOO block of N.
Grove St

A general information
incident was reported in
Harshman/ Bromfield.

1:47 P.M.
A theft of less than $500
was reported in Offenhauer
East.

8:35 P.M.
Complainant reported a
bicycle stolen within the 100
block of N Prospect St It
was found at 9:15 p.m. at
Circle K.

2:09 P.M.
A theft of less than $500
was reported in Delta
Gamma Sorority.

9:12 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported at the Stroh
Center.

315 P.M.
Complainant reported
approximately $600 in cash
stolen within the 100 block
of S. Mam St. An investigation is pending.

948 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported at Jerome
Library.

7:26 P.M.
Criminal damage was

ROCKETS
From Page 1
more prepared for it.
"We saw it going downhill." Knollman said. "I put
my resume in at other places when I noticed we just
weren't getting busy."
Knollman is a recent
graduate from Owens
Community College and also
pays for her own rent, utilities
and other necessities out of
her pocket.
"The utilities are all in my
name since I made the most
money." Knollman said. "I
just thought about what I'd
hnve tn Ml mv innmTTinTrs
and about everyone else who

CONCERT
From Page 1
poned.
"At that point it was
already too late in the game,
if we tried to get someone on
that short of notice the price
would have been raised,"
Cowart said.
In place of the concert,
UAO is focusing its time,
energy and money on other
activities for students.
I
think
the
students are disappointed."
Freyaldenhoven said. "I
think it provides us with a
new opportunity todo something different ... l'mexcited
about the new opportuni-

THURS., OCT. 6
12:20 A.M.
Branden John Roby. 25, was
cited for theft at the Circle
K located at North Prospect.
He tried to steal one
Snickers and one Payday
candy bar.
1:09 A.M.
Complainant reported his
bicycle tires popped within
the 1000 block of Klotz
Road.
1:59 A.M.

failure to appear at a pretrial conference and he was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.
2:34 A.M.
Chad J. Fisher. 27. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
near Conneaut and Madison
streets.
3:23 A.M.
An unknown subject
reported to be a black male
allegedly stole a bottle of
Orloff Vodka valued at $949
from the Circle K at North
Prospect.

k

ONLINE: Go lo bgnewicom lor the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION

Edward Garcia. 22. of
n/M I T\/
Bowling Green, was arrested LM )
If V
on an active Bowling Green
Police Division warrant with- We want to correct all factual errors.
in the 1000 block of Fairview |( you thmk an error has been made,
Ave. His warrant was for his ca|| The BG News at 419-572-6966.

10:47 P.M.
Complainant reported a
threatening message written
on a mailbox with a black

worked there."
Aflerlheclosing.Knollman
began helping her coworkers
find and apply for new jobs.
"I really enjoyed working there; it was a close-knit
group of people," Knollman
said. "I've been in touch
with at least 15 places, putting in recommendations
for people."
Johnny
Rockets
in
Perrysburg first opened
its doors in October 2004,
according to a press release
from the Johnny Rockets
News Bureau. lim Arnold,
managing partner of the
lohnny Rockets LLC, closed
the restaurant after trying
uy'rYtrWirer the liflHrneM to
"corporate." Until Sunday,

Arnold thought the deal for
the transfer would still work.
"Right up until that point
(the Sunday that Arnold
closed the restaurant) I
thought we were making the
transfer," Arnold said. "It was
the last thing we wanted to
do, especially so abruptly, but
it got to that point where we
just had to stop the bleeding."
The recession and the
economy were the reasons
for the restaurant's closing,
Arnold said.
As former Johnny Rockets
employees continue job
searching, Chris Bullins,
associate dean of students,
encourages students like
Golich to use the University's
Career Center.

"I often refer (students] to
the Career Center." Bullins
said. "They don't have to
travel and it's free."
The Career Center offers
students job listings both
on and off campus and the
opportunity to do mock interviews with staff members.
Until Golich finds a new
job through the Career
Center or elsewhere, she'll
have to rely on what she has
saved in the bank.
"I've got a little bit of savings and my parents will
probably help me out too, but
I'll have to pay them back,"
Golich said. "Luckily I'm fortunate enough to have parents that can afford to help
me out."

ties, but I was excited about
the concert as well."
Sophomore
Victoria
Littleton went to the homecoming concert in 2010 and
is disappointed that there
won't be a concert this year.
"I feel like it's messing up
tradition," Littleton said.
"I would have definitely
attended because it's part of
the whole weekend ... I feel
like it s a good way to end the
weekend off."
UAO is working on making
programs such as "LOL with
UAO" and "Sibs N Kids" even
bigger, Cowart said. "LOL
with UAO" is an annual
spring comedy festival
UAO began last year and
"Sibs N Kids" weekend is

hosted annually and is
a weekend designed for
siblings, children and
friends of University students and staff.
This really gives us the
opportunity to start a new
tradition with UAO," Cowart
said. "The homecoming
concert has been something
UAO has been known for
and we want to show students we provide a lot of different things."
UAO is also looking to
collaborate with other campus organizations, they are
beginning to work with the
Gospel Choir and 1120 on
events.
"We're in the process of
brain-storming what we can

bring to students," Cowart
said. "We really want to
stress that we want to collaborate with other organizations on campus."
Cowart said other concerts aren't out of the question in the future.
"It was just a decision
that was for this year,"
Cowart said. "We want to
focus on providing students
with the best programming
possible."
Freyaldenhoven thinks
the focus of UAO will always
be how to spend the student's money best.
"We've not given up on
the concert situation |for the
future]," Freyaldenhoven
said.

check us out online at
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TACAITA GRIFFIN and Kelli Jordan stand outside the the Bookstore and watch
as their fellow classmate Albriona Williams signs the Teen Voluentet Application on
National Student Day.

HOLIDAY
From Page 1
Fifty more students will
win a University t-shirt made
from recycled plastic when
names are drawn Friday.
Rachael Betz, visual communications and marketing
specialist and intern, helped
run the event and said wordof-mouth helped bring people to the donation booth.
"We've had a lot of good
feedback from the emails
we sent out and people
have made good contributions," Betz said. "Every little
bit counts these days, so I
encourage anyone to donate.
If you have the ability to do
so, why wouldn't you want
to help out someone who is
starving?"
Betz said the event started
slow early and that is most
likely due to students leaving campus early for the long
weekend.
"I'm not usually in the
Student Union too much
anymore, but it looks kind of
empty to me," Betz said.
Though she said the students in the Union who
stopped by the booth
expressed an interest in
donating and even used creative measures to do so.
"We sell toiletries in the
Peregrine Shop so some people even bought their donation items right in there and
gave them to us when they
left," Betz said.
The bookstore joined forc-

es with the Office of Service
Learning for the event in an
effort to provide students
with opportunities to get
involved in the community.
Dajah Spence, civic action
leader for the Office of
Service Learning said getting
involved with the Service
Learning Department is a
good way for students to gain
experience in service-related
projects.
"I'm just out here promoting Service Connections,
which gets students set up
with volunteer opportunities through the Office of
Service Learning," Spence
said. "What we're doing with
National Student Day is we're
just trying to get our name
out there and let people know
we exist."
Aside
from
Service
Connections, Spence said she
also asked students to join
the Service Update Email list
and Volunteer Solutions to
get updates on possible volunteer opportunities as they
become available.
She said the student who
joins and puts in the most
hours would win an award
sponsored by the Office of
Service Learning.
"We also have something
called Volunteer Solutions
where people can come into
our office at 315 University
Hall and they can actually log their service hours,"
Spence said. "The person
with the most hours will win
our Presidential Volunteer
Service Award in April."

UNIVERSITY

Step out of the claAAroom and
explore the world!

& FARMS

EDUCATION

ABROAD fair
-'

Thursday, October 13,2011
11 am-2 pm
228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
(Multi-purpose Room)

Are you prepared to participate in
today 'A global society? Looking for
opportunities to make your resume'
Atand out from the reAt?
'Understanding and valuing different
cultures has shaped my ability to lead our
business, and it's an absolute imperative
for anyone who works at The Coca-Cola
Company."
- Douglas N. Daft. Former CEO of
The Coca-Cola Company

For additional information e-mail
the Education Abroad Office at
edabroad0bgsu.edu

Free t-Ahirt to thefirM 100 MudentJt!

BGSU
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Weekends from
Sept. 23rd - Oct. 30^

Located on
Twp. Road 16
Imile west of Napoleon
South of St Rt. 24

Friday 7pm-10pm | Saturday 2pm-10pm | Sunday 2pm-9pm

Visit www.leadersfatms.com for more information

Leading you to fun since 1997
If you dare to be Scared, try

ScreamAcres Haunted Cornfield
and make your way through the halls of

The Pandemonium Project!

in
Get LOST
rides \Wm

N\aze
Corn
tbs
roo\J

Bring ^,w"i,6oo^
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Alumnus musician
travels the country
Kroos lives his dream after years of sleeping in his car
By Geoff Burns

"I saw so much of

Pulse Reporter

human kindness of

Downtown gaming store buys, sells, trades inventory of electronics
By Collin Sim>
Pulse Reporter

The days of spending quarters at
the local arcade may be a thing of
the past, but gamers can still get
their fix of retro gaming on North
Main Street.
Twelve weeks ago GameSource,
a new store catering to the needs of
gamers, opened next to On the Edge
tattoo parlor after finding success at
another location in Fremont.
Owner John Barr said he started
the business seven years ago, to start
selling cell phones, but soon it added
video games to diversify. He wanted
to add a "buy, sell, trade" aspect due
to the economy. Barr also "loves the
barter system."
With competing game stores
in town, like the corporate chain

GameStop as well as C+C Games on
Wooster, Barr said what makes his
business different is that "we keep
old systems and don't depend on
games; we have more than that."
"We do service, have phones,
movies and iPods," Barr said. They
are also looking at doing iPad trades,
but gamer memories help the business since the store goes "all the way
back to Atari."
He said his store will "sweeten
the deal" for customers with a few
different factors. GameSource has
gaming systems at certain prices
and customers can get game credit
when they buy a console in the store.
"Buy a Wii for $110, get $20 game
credit," Barr said.
Employee John Carroll, who
has worked for the store for four
years, also believes what makes

GameSource stand out is that "customer service is our number one
priority" and that for him it is not
really a job since it is a "very relaxed
environment."
"We love when people come hang
out and talk shop with us," Carroll
said. "It's a blast."
"We're in this to go the extra mile
for the customer," Carroll said. "We
pay more for games to sell for less
and stand by our customers and
warranties."
Junior Jacob Brown, a pop
culture major and president of the
Bowling Green Gaming Society, said
customer service is great to have
in a store like GameSource, and it
"sounds like a place that has retro
See GAME I

It's certainly been a big week
with religious bands like
Switchfoot and Anberlin playing
at the University on Wednesday.
Adding to the genre of music is
alumnius Mark Kroos.
Kroos can play a double-neck
acoustic guitar at once with bol h
hands. He travels the country
playing shows almost every
night and graduated from the
University in 2008.
"I learned some very valuable
things while attending BGSU,"
said Kroos. "I had some really good professors there and
a good amount of guidance.
I made some really phenomenal friends at BG. and they are
going to be friends for the rest of
my life."
Getting to the spot where
Kroos sits now in his career
didn't come with ease. It took
effort and time.
"What I did to get my career off
is that I gave up my apartment
to tour and play shows," said
Kroos. "I would wait until people
at my shows (askedI me to stay at

people asking me to
crash at their place."
Mark Kroos | Musician

their place. The last three years
I've slept in my car like 30 times."
During the first two months of
touring in the beginning of his
career, Kroos said he realized
how much people are willing to
help other people in need.
"I saw so much of human
kindness of people asking me
to crash at their place," said
Kroos. "When you're in a position where you don't have a lot,
it's kind of like you are forced to
put your faith in God, and from
that I learned a lot about myself
during these times."
Kroos tends to play at various locations such as churches,
coffee shops and bars, and he
appeals to a huge selection of
people at the shows.
See ALUMNUS | PageS
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PHOTO PROVIDED
ALUMNUS: Mark Kroos, a 2008 University graduate, can play two guitar necks at the same time

BYRON MACK I IKBGNllYS
SWITCHFOOT lead singer Jon Foreman dares me crowd to move during me band's setlist Wednesday night at me Stroh Center

Switchfoot and Anberlin prove they were
meant to live on stage Wednesday night
By Staphan Rnd
Forum Editor

Before the show, members of
Anberlin and Switchfoot took a few
minutes in silence to prepare for
the concert. But when each band
walked out on the stage at the
Stroh Center Wednesday night, the
silence was broken with a roar from
their fans.
"We're very confident in our
show; we put on the most entertaining show we can possibly do,"
said Anberlin's lead guitarist Joseph
Milligan. "There's a lot of energy. We
plan the look, the lights and everything to put on something people
will remember. We've put a lot of

effort into making sure it's not just a
show but an experience."
After the second song, Anberlin
dumped bottles of water on the fans
in the front row.
"There are times when you have
a bunch of 'dead fish' in front of
you and everyone is just staring,"
Milligan said. "Sometimes we dump
water on them to get them motivated. We are only going to go as crazy
as the audience goes. We just try to
entice them."
Midway through the set, lead singer Stephen Christian introduced a
few members of the Falcons' drumline onstage to play during a song.
The band closed out their set with

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO
Evil Dead: The Musical
A stage show combining cult classic horror
films "Evil Dead," "Evil Dead 2" and "Army
of Darkness" will be put on every Friday in
October at the Valentine Theatre in Toledo. For
more information, visit valentinetheatre.com

an encore performance of "Feel
Good Drag" which was a perfect way
to end the show, said fan Patrick
O'Leary, 24, of Toledo.
"I knew they were going to have to
play it," he said. "So I saved up all my
energy for that song."
According to O'Leary, Anberlin
accomplished their goal of creating
an experience.
"Stephen Christian's vocals were
really on; I've never heard them
done that well before," O'Leary said.
"I've seen them four or five times,
and this was one of the best."
See CONCERT | Page 5

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO
Lisa Lampanelli
Comedian Lisa Lampanelli will be at the Stranahan
Theater this Saturday at 8 p.m. The comic has
appeared regularly on "The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno," "Lopez Tonight." "Chelsea Lately" and had her
own hour-long Comedy Central special this year.

I NEXT WEEK IN MAUMEE
Full Moon Walk
On Tuesday, as the full moon shines over
Side Cut Metropark, guests are invited to
take a hike through the park's trails. The
event will be from 730-830 p.m.

EY SAID IT
"You can never get
enough 'Jeopardy.'"
- Kirsten Dunst

t^ VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

FORUM

"We saw it going downhill. I put my resume in at other places when I noticed we
just weren't getting busy."
- Amanda Knolbnan, Assistant Manager at Johnny Rockets, on the restaurants dosing [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Who should UAO have gotten to play at Homecoming?
"Tim McGraw and

The Goaig Costal

"Jason Aldean"

"Drake."

k

Tour."

The Band Retry."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
ERIN
ARVAY.
Junior.
Event Planning

Freshman,
Telecommunications

Street' Or a suggestion for

ALEX
CLUNE.
Sophomore.
AYA Science Edu.

MEGHAN
BIDWELL,
Junior,
Event Planning

TYREE
TAYLORE,

a question? Qve us your
feedback at bgnews.com

Protest group aims to upset present wealth distribution
LSL

MARK HUNTRESS
COtUMNIST

According tu the statistics
of G. William Domhoff. a
professor at the University
of California at Santa Cruz,
the wealthiest one percent
of Americans command 35
percent of the nation's net
worth, and have been getting
even richer for the past few
decades.
This fact is the source of one
of the slogans of the Occupy
Wall Street protest in New
York City, "We are the 99
percent."
Skewed wealth distribution is one of many issues
concerning the protestors.
News coverage is consistently critical of the group's
lack of coherence and inability thus far to make specificdemands.
This may seem to indicate
a lack of focus, considering that the group has been

camped out in Zuccotti Park
since Sept. 17.
The way 1 see it, there is
so much to be upset about
that the task of settling on a
small set of demands is very
difficult.
Among the most prominent concerns seem to be
the wealth gap, corporate
influence in politics and a
desire to hold executives
responsible for the malfeasance that led to the 2008
market collapse.
High-speed trading is a
practice with aspects that
represent many of the complaints about Wall Street.
Large quantities of stock are
automatically bought and
sold in high volumes based
on computer algorithms that
exploit price fluctuations
over milliseconds.
The practice reaps profits for the traders at the
expense of long-term investors, and contributes nothing to society.
After looking at mainstream media reports, it is

tempting to dismiss the
Occupy Wall Street protestors as being a ragtag bunch
of unemployed, unfocused
and unrealistic wanderers.
However, news outlets are
being accused of interviewing uninformed and unrepresentative individuals in
order to discredit the group.
1 almost wrote off Occupy
Wall Street myself, thinking this would just be one
more protest that would
be ignored and forgotten.
However, there are several
things they have going for
them that gives the protest,
no, the movement, more
importance than other
actions that end up as nothing more than people standing in a free speech zone.
First of all, this is no normal protest. It could also
be described as an organization, an intentional community, a movement or a
revolution.
There has been a core
group of activists meeting
since Aug. 2, making deci-

the message is spreading
nationwide.
The site occupytogether.
org links people to information about actions which are
currently being organized in
673 other cities.
Unions have started pledging their support and marching with the protestors.
Distant online supporters have contributed tens of
thousands of dollars in food
deliveries, bedding, medical
supplies and other necessities for those camping out.
The participants are
young, energetic, idealistic
and often unemployed, with
a lot of free time.
The only thing that will
stop them will be the harsh
New York City winter.
Even if no tangible reform
occurs while the participants are camped out, the
demonstrators' weeks of
sleeping and living outside
will be worthwhile if they
motivate some of the rest of
us to simply Google statistics such as Domhoff's, at

sions collectively in a daily
general assembly, where all
participants meet.
Minutes are taken and
posted online. The organization, which has official nonprofit status, has a legal arm
and a media arm.
Hence, Occupy Wall Street
doesn't have to rely on traditional media outlets for
coverage.
Like the Arab Spring demonstrators, they are using
social networking sites to
organize and publicize. They
can instantly post videos of
arrests and other questionable police behavior.
When traditional media
outlets said it was unclear
whether or not inappropriate force was used by
a senior police officer in a
macing incident, the public was able to watch the
video of the event online (at
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TZ05rWxlpig) and
decide for themselves.
Support for the movement
seems to be snowballing and

Use your voting rights
before you lose them

http://sociology.ucsc.edu/
whorulesamerica/power/
wealth.html.
Less than half of the
country believes there is
a disparity of wealth here.
If they win more supporters and inspire others to
believe change is possible,
they will create a political
climate where it is much
more likely we will see
reforms enacted that are
more effective than the
impotent Dodd-Frank Act.
High-speed traders want
their computers as close
as possible to the stock
exchange servers in order
to have a fraction of a second advantage over other
investors.
Now, the 99 percent are
closer to the New York Stock
Exchange than the highspeed traders.
I hope that this is symbolic
of a coming shift in power.

Respond to Mark at
thenews@bgnews.com
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ister to vote; have your say on 'Suppression Act' on next year's ballot

Whatever happened to
House Bill 194? That's what
everybody's talking about on
the street these days.
Well, eh, maybe not. But
remember, the story so far
is this: I IB 194, aka the Vote
Suppression Act of 2011,
was narrowly passed by the
Ohio Legislature and signed
by Governor Kasich this
summer.
It would have dramatically reduced your chances to
vote, reversing a half-century
bipartisan trend to increase
voting rights.
But in Ohio, anyway, citizens don't have to just sit
around and watch while a
runaway government takes
their rights away.
A broad-based movement
leapt into being, acting to put
HB 194 up to the voters via
the people's referendum.
There was a small window

of time available and a sizeable hurdle to clear along
the way: 231,000 signatures
were needed from counties
all over Ohio and they had to
be collected in less than six
weeks to put the repressive
law on hold.
It was scheduled to take
effect at the end of September.
In the end, 318,460 Ohioans
signed the petition — far
more than were needed.
It's a clear demonstration
of how strongly Ohio voters
resist the Kasich administration's assault on their rights.
The signatures were delivered to the Ohio Secretary of
State last week, stopping the
clock on the implementation
of HB 194.
The issue will appear on
the ballot next year and a
majority of voters will get to
decide whether to uphold HB
194 or reject it.
In the meantime, the previous law is in force and more
generous rules governing
early voting apply.
Early voting began this
week, thanks to the coalition

of voters who talked back to
the legislature.
If you're registered to vote
in Wood County, you can
vote in person at the courthouse, Monday-Friday 8:304:30, or request a mail-in
absentee ballot. The website
for the Wood County Board
of Elections is here: http://
www.co.wood.oh.us/BOE/
index.html.
The deadline for registering to vote, if you haven't
yet, is coming up next week:
Tuesday, Oct. 11.
We live in weird times,
when groups who claim to
be in favor of limited government have started to use
the powers of government to
take people's rights away.
It's almost as if you can't
believe what a politician says
anymore.
However, this much is
clear: in the current climate,
you will have to use your
rights or lose them.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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to a cunent issue on the University s
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters 10 the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
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anonymous submissions will not be
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com with the subject line marked
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Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
a her discretion

printed
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view o( The BG News
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMEN"

REVIEWS

STEVE JOBS DEAD AT 56
The Apple founder and former CEO died late Wednesday
night after a battle with cancer.
Apple announced his death in a
statement.
HTTWrftOGNeWSOMOM

BYCOUNS1MS
Peter Parker, the Amazing
Spider-Man, has been killed in
battle defending his loved ones
from his archenemy, the Green
Goblin.
Fans can rest easy though
as this death took place within the ultimate universe. A
separate continuity from the
mainstream Marvel universe,
that was started 11 years ago
to bring in new readers. To
continue that trend, Marvel is
rebooting the line with a new
Spider-Man.
The identity of this new
Spider-Man has been revealed
to be Miles Morales, a 13-yearold half-African, half-Hispanic
teenager from Brooklyn. After
intense media coverage of the
new Spidey, his debut issue
has finally been released, and
people will come to truly love
Miles as a character.
Taking place five months
prior to Peter's death, we meet
Miles and find the two have
quite a few things in common
— namely a love of science
and an uncle that is near and
dear to them. But what really
makes it clear Miles is the perfect person to succeed Peter is
that he has a golden heart that
becomes apparent numerous
times in the issue.
With an opening mirror-

ing the beginning pages of
the original "Ultimate SpiderMan" line, author Brian
Michael Bendis creates a
new hero that will defy reader expectations and give us
a hero for a new age in the
same way that Stan Lee and
Steve Ditko did back in the
1960s. With intelligent, realistic writing and a supporting cast that will shape Miles
much differently than Peter
as a hero, Bendis has created
a great first issue.
Bendis smartly avoided
throwing Miles into the costume at the end of the issue. It's
clear that readers will be given
more time to become familiar
with Miles and how the differences between him and Peter
will shape his identity as the
wall-crawler.
Miles will also have different
obstacles and demons to battle
than Peter, as seen with his
uncle being a criminal and his
father an anti-mutant citizen.
Both of these things inevitably
come back to haunt him as he
transitions from boy to man,
further making how Miles
redefines the Spider-Man identity intriguing and interesting
The issue is available at
Monarch Comics in Toledo
and Books-A-Million in
Perrysburg.

GAME

Barr said the store will be
hosting a game tournament
at the beginning of December
that will be a "'Modern
Warfare 3' and 'Contra' tournament" and that he has also
considered opening the market more with board games
and card games like "Magic:
The Gathering.''
"With
the
name
GameSource, I'm open to
doing it all in the future," Barr
said. "We want to keep it fresh
and keep adding stuff."

From Page 3
"bringing the soul back from
the corporate culture of tradeins like GameStop Iwhere youl
buy a new game one week and
the next week you can trade it
in for $30."
Brown added that with
game stores it is "nice to have a
wide selection and knowledge
of games as well as a sense
of community [as the] game
comes secondary to community and fellowship."
SERVICES:
DVDs
■ $3.99
■ 3 for $10
■ tO for $30
■ Blu-Ray DVDs
■ $7.99
■ 3 for $20
GAMES
■ Games range in price
■ Carry games for every
console except PC
■ Atari. Sega Genesis,
Nintendo. Super
Nintendo. Nintendo

HTIPAVAYWASIAHOMECDCOM

BYZACHGASE
After 60-plus years in
the music industry, lengendary American vocalist
Tony Bennett registered
his first No. 1 album with
"Duets II."
The longtime crooner,
most famed for his 1962
hit "I Left My Heart in San
Francisco," is now the oldest living artist to debut
his album at the top of the
Billboard charts.
"Duets II" is a sequel to
his 2006 album, "Duets:
An American Classic."
and features his signature vocal style over jazz
standards.
Bennett does a nice job
of assembling a pretty
diverse group to share
the stage with, including
Lady Gaga, Josh Groban,
John Mayer and Carrie
Underwood. And surprisingly enough, all of the
featured artists give pretty
excellent performances.
But even matched up
with pop music's biggest
stars, Bennett is always
the star of the show with a
personality so big it's nearly palpable. The album's
best moments come when
Bennett ad-libs, talking
with the featured artist.

The
John
Mayerfeatured "One for my Baby
(And One More for the
Road)" is a prime example, when he opens the
track by saying, "Come on
lohn. let's have a drink."
The Lady Gaga-assisted
"The Lady is a Tramp"
is another standout, as
the "Born This Way" star
shines vocally over the
jazzy instrumentation in
a way she doesn't get a
chance to do on many of
her own records.
"Body and Soul" is
probably the album's
most notable track, as it
will be remembered as
one of the last recordings
the late Amy Winehouse
ever performed.
"Duets II" isn't an
album that many college students will want to
play from front to back.
There isn't much variety
in terms of tempo or musical background, and the
63-minutc album tends to
drag at some points. But it
is an excellent traditional
pop album that pits some
of our contemporary pop
artists with one of the
most revered and beloved
vocalists of all time.

GameCube, Nintendo
64, Sega Dreamcast.
Sega Saturn. Xbox,
Xbox 360, Playstation,
Playstation 2, Playstation 3
CONSOLES
■ Console repair
■ Sell consoles from Ataricurrent generation of
consoles (PS3. Xbox 360.
Wii. Nintendo DS)

B iivoi transplant He died the
day alter the latost version ol the
Apple iPhone was announced

"Steves brilliance, passion
and energy were the source of
countless innovations that ennch
and improve all of our lives, the
statement said.
Jobs death comes after a
battle with pancreatic cancer and
ADELE CANCELS ALREADY RESCHEDULED TOUR
Adele announced on her blog
a cancellation for her upcoming
US. tour due to a hemorrhage
on her vocal cord. The British
singer currently holds the highest-grossing album of the year
and was scheduled to start the
tour Friday night in Atlantic City
The 10-City tour was already
rescheduled due to Adele having
laryngitis

rind I'nwmyjob. Adele wrote on
her blog "I have absolutely no
choice but to recuperate properly and fully, or I risk damaging
my voice f

"Singing is literally my life, its
my hobby, my love, my freedom
4BPW.0GSP0TCOM

UNIVERSITY ALUM STARS IN NBC SHOW
Alumni Jessica Joy had
airtime as Mildred on NBC's
Monday night drama The
Playboy Club" The Olmsted
Falls, Ohio native now lives
in Chicago where the show is
filmed According to her IMOB
page, she is a lover of improv
and sketch comedy. In addition
to B6SU she also studied at The
Groundlings m Los Angeles and
The Second City Conservatory
m Chicago
The show was canceled on
Tuesday after premiermg to low
ratings and dropping even lower

witn the
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SWITCHF00T lead singer Jon Foreman is illuminated by the shows l«jhts

BYB0N MACK I I HE BG NWS

ANBERLIN: Closed their set with an encore performance of "Feel Good Drag "

CELL PHONE SERVICES
■ Virgin Mobile
■ Boost
■ Page Plus

Magazine.

ALUMNI
From Page 3
"The people vary from
city to city, and part of it
is because I've played to
so many churches," Kroos
said. "I mostly appeal
to middle-aged people
because they have longer
attention spans for instrumental music more than
younger college students."
Flip Arkulary, guitarist for the band The Half
Hearts, has been a longtime
friend of Kroos and considers him to be inspirational.
"Mark really influenced me to work harder
at my guitar playing," said
Arkulary. "I think that
he's probably the greatest
guitar player in the country considering how he
just won first place at the
Guitar Player's Magazine
2011 International Guitar
Superstar Competition."
Kroos took first place out
of a total of five people at
the competition this past
July, which earned him
large amounts of press and
a feature in Guitar Player

"Our styles of music are
different, but Mark is a
great guitarist and knows
how to control a room with
his talent and charisma
alone," said Arkulary. "I
first met Mark at a concert
at Howard's in Bowling
Green, and it was when we
were first starting out as
musicians. He let my band
stay at his place after the
show, and I've just always
thought of him as a pleasant person to be around."
Students have also taken
notice of Mark Kroos'
career. Junior Steven
Castillo thinks that it's
pretty cool that Kroos is a
University alumni.
"From what I've observed
here in Bowling Green,
there is a wide variety of
musicians," said Castillo.
"I feel that BG really does
produce a wide variety of
successful musical artists."
Kroos is currently traveling the country playing a
show in a different town
almost every night. He is
living his dream as a musical artist and serves as an
inspiration to many people.

BYRON MACK I I HI BGNfWS

SWITCHF00T played at the Stroh Center for an enthusiastic crowd

CONCERT
From Page 3
Switchfoot also performed
Wednesday, playing before
Anberlin.
"Last night, I was so excited. I couldn't sleep." freshman Kelsey Ice said. "Today
IWednesdayl I napped just to
pass the time."
After a few songs, frontman Jon Foreman walked
past the barricades and into
the crowd.
"It's nice that he can
come out and appease the
whole audience," sophomore Christopher Miller
said. "It was something I

have never experienced at a
concert before."
The band's interaction
with the audience made
the experience more intimate, said freshman Maddy
I lerrholtz.
"They ISwitchfootl make
it really personal," she said.
"It's not like they're just playing a show,"
While roaming the crowd
the band lost track of their
songs but continued playing with their vocalist in
the stands.
"I lost myself," Foreman
said. "I have no idea where
we are in the setlist. Who
cares about the setlist?"
New York band Atomic

BVRONMACK
SWITCHF00T lead singer Jon Foreman belts it out lor the cowd

Tom opened for the two
bands and was welcomed
by a supporting crowd at the
Stroh Center.
"You guys are so loud
tonight," said Atomic Tom's
lead vocalist Luke White.
"That's so nice to see."
After the performances.
Switchfoot's Foreman hosted
his "After show" behind the
Stroh Center, according to
I lerrholtz.
"He has an acoustic guitar
and plays at a random place
after the concert," she said.
"Kids can bring their guitars
up and play, too."
Switchfoot and Anberlin
conceived the idea of a tour
together previously, but the

w Renews

plan never worked out until
now, said Milligan.
"We met Switchfoot a long
time ago and ended up playing festivals with them here
and there.'' he said. "It was
something we wanted to do
for a very long time. To finally
get in do this is great, and we
have had fun SO far."
While on tour both bands
have bonded and enjoyed
some off-time fun together,
Milligan said.
"The day off a week ago,
we played flag football with
each other. It was great. We
intermingled the teams so
there was no bad blood. They
are great dudes — great to be
on the road with."
r
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ome for two games to begin regular season

BG hockey team lo
By Malt Ny.
Reporter

The BG hockey team will begin its
2010-11 regular season campaign
Friday against the University of
Connecticut and continue tomorrow night.
After a strong showing in the
exhibition game last Sunday, the
Falcons are ready to get the season
underway and build off a Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
tournament win last year against
Northern Michigan. BG was the
last seed and lost the first game of
the series, but won the last two of

the three-game series to surprisingly advance to the next round.
The Falcons are hoping that big
win will carry over momentum
into this season.
BG is not stocked with much
experience this year with just two
seniors on the team, but a lot of the
juniors and sophomores had playing time last year. The two seniors
are forwards James Mclntosh and
Cameron Sinclair.
The Falcon freshman class
includes nine new players. I laving
only two seniors on the team and
a large freshman class, those players will have to step up quickly

and produce.
Freshman forward Adam Birkle
is certainly one of the underclassmen with high expectations this
year after getting the start in the
exhibition game last Sunday. He
recorded two assists in his first
college-level competition.
"Adam is not at his peak yet
strength-wise because he is just a
freshman," coach Chris Bergeron
said. "However, he is certainly
going to be a handful."
The biggest surprise last year
was the emergence of Andrew
Hammond in the net. He won
two of the team's defensive

BG rugby club heads back to Indiana
for matchup against Air Force Academy
By Max Householder
Reporter

The Falcon Rugby club will make its
second road trip of the year when
it travels to Elkhart, Ind. to take on
the Air Force Academy at 10 a.m.
Saturday.
The Falcons, who struggled
to get things going against the
Mudsharks last week, hope to correct their mistakes.
"We have had a bad habit this
season of not attacking the defense
enough," scrum half Ben Marshall
said.

"We get into the habit of
passing from one side of the
field to the other and not
gaining any meters because
of our lack of attack."
Ben Marshall | BG Scrum Half

He mentioned the fact that the
offense needs lo work on being a
more downhill running team with
less emphasis on lateral passing.
"We get into the habit of passing

from one side of the field to the
other and not gaining any meters
because of our lack of attack,"
Marshall said. "If we do this, it will
open up the outside and allow us to
score easier."
Marshall, who also kicks conversion and penalty kicks for the team,
said he would like his kicking to
improve.
He is 66 percent on his kicks
this season but said there were a
few games, like Indiana last week,
See RUGBY | Page 7

awards last season for his effort.
However, he just played one period in the exhibition game, stopping the only two shots he faced.
With his play last year, he is experienced and ready to go for the
series opener.
UConn is also looking to
improve this season going 15-184 last year. It is coming off a
season where it advanced to
the Atlantic Hockey Association
Semifinals. UConn returns eight
of its top-nine scorers from last
season, including players to
watch: All-Rookie selection Cole
Schneider and team captain

Sean Ambrosie.
UConn is coming off a win in its
exhibition game as well, so it will
be bringing some confidence into
the season opener this weekend.
Bergeron was happy about the
win in the exhibition game, but
with limited experience, the issue
will come with execution.
"I feel we are deeper this year,"
Bergeron said. "Guys are going to
have to earn their way into the
lineup. They know that and we
will see what they do with that
opportunity."
Both games begin at 7:05 p.m. at
the BGSU Ice Arena.

Alyssa
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Zuccaro

Women's soccer plays
game on road, at home
The BG women's soccer team
has a home game Friday and are
away on Sunday.
The Falcons take on the Eastern
Michigan University Eagles today
at 4 p.m. at the Cochrane Soccer
Stadium
The Eagles have had a rough
season so far losing nine games
and tying two Eastern Michigan
is 0-3-1 against Mid-American
Conference teams in 2011.
The Falcons lost to the Eagles
6-4 in Ypsilanti. Mich, last season
and the Eagles went on to have a
9-7-5 record but lost to Western
Michigan in the first round of the

Leads BG with four
goals and eight
points this season

MAC Tournament.
BG will be on the road Sunday
as it takes on the Central Michigan
Chippewas in Mount Pleasant.
Mich, at 1 p.m.
The Chippewas have been dominant this season with a record of
8-1-3 going into this weekend's
games.
Central Michigan is 2-0-2 in
MAC matches this season, with
two 3-0 wins against Ohio and
Kent State. The Chippewas' two
MAC draws were both 0-0 in
double overtime against the Akron
Zips and the Buffalo Bulls

Falcons look to rebound against Western Michigan
By Mkh.le Wysoclti
Assistant Sports Editor

lYBONMACK

JAMEL MARTIN running back. No 37. hits the hole last weekend against West Virginia.

FACEBOOK

Turnovers and missed tackles did
them in last week, but the Falcons
are looking to redeem themselves
in a road game against conference opponent Western Michigan
University this weekend.
This season the Falcons have
turned the ball over 16 times, 10
of which were over the course
of their two losses, but to coach
Dave Clawson practice makes
perfect, and they are looking forward to improvement in
Saturday's matchup.
Quarterback Matt Schilz threw
three interceptions against West
Virginia, but he has learned now not
to try to force plays and he plans on
being more conscious of it this time
around.
"I just need to listen to my offensive coordinator and run the play,"
Schilz said. "That's what every good
quarterback does, and that's some-

TWITTER

thing 1 have to get better at."
The Falcons had a season low
hitting percentage against the
Mountaineers, around 72 percent.
Clawson said that every game their
goal is 90 percent. They are consistently within the high 80s and 90s,
except last week.
"Bottom line is we've got to rise up
and get those guys on the ground,
and we didn't," Clawson said. "We're
continuing to address it in practice
and in drills and emphasizing it."
Short term memory is part of
the game, and Clawson said they
are about to go against one of the
most complete teams in the MidAmerican Conference.
Schilz said once Tuesday's practice rolled around, the team put the
loss behind them and zeroed in on
the Broncos.
WMU carries a record of 3-2. With
losses to both No. 19 Illinois and
No. 12 Michigan, Clawson said their
record is misleading because they
are executing at a high level.

SPORTS ONLINE

"Right now their offense is a well
oiled machine," Clawson said.
Clawson speaks highly of
Western's pass game, and he said
it is going to take a great amount
of effort on the defense to slow
them down.
"I would enjoy watching it if we
didn't have to play them." Clawson
said.
The Broncos are within the top
four of every category in the conference, and Clawson said that was not
coincidence.
They are setting the standards as
far as special teams goes, he said.
"Every special teams play involves
a major shift in field position or
you're scoring points," Clawson said.
"We've done a good job winning the
field position game this season, but
Western's done a great job with it"
Clawson said it will be a crucial
element to the game to win that
See FOOTBALL | Page 7
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
All o( our pickets had strong
showings last week, unlike
the BG football team. This
week, as the Falcons return
to MAC play, we have a
fresh slate of games to pick.

&A

MICHELEWYSOCKI

BYRON MACK

KATIE GABBANA

Assistant Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Design Editor

Western is one of the toughest
MAC teams, and Alex Carder will

WMU is my pick because I'm sure
the Falcons want to be with the

pick apart BG's secondary.

rest of the student body on fall
break.

I hate going against my school but

WMU-10

No.JOHahoma
vs. No.11 Texas
Oklahoma -10.5

No. 17 Florida
vs.No.1LSU

BG 35. WMU 31

WMU 35. BG 21

WMU 44. BG 24

WMU30.BG 20

Landy Jones and Ryan Broyles

They are both 4-0. but I think

Oklahoma's defense will be too

Oklahoma hasn't failed yet.

are the difference in this game
for the Sooners

Oklahoma has a little edge on Texas much for the two QB system that
Mack Brown has for Texas.

Oklahoma 38. Texas 21

Oklahoma 35. Texas 24

Oklahoma 28, Texas 14

Oklahoma 40. Texas 27

Florida will be without John

LSU is warning now. and they

I m going out on a limb here.

Going to be close, but the No 1

Brantley this week. Never good
when you re missing your QB

are sure Irving up to their ranking

Muschamp will get his first sig-

team wiH continue to be No. 1.

nature win over the No 1 team in

LSU 31, Florida 13

2

No.15A.ium

Florida 28. LSU 24

LSU 38, Florida 28

Once agan it seems He we pick

I just reaty like the way Arkansas has

the Arkansas game every week

been playing.

LSU 36, Florida 32

The Razorbacks are coming off
a big win and will continue their

This is just a guess
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3 9 6

4 6 1
9

2
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Tigers
Arkansas 34. Auburn 28

so that every row,column
the digits 1 to 9.There is no

Auburn 28, Arkansas 26

Arkansas 35, Auburn 17

Arkansas 28, Auburn 24

A&M finally rebounds to get one

Upset pringft here

There is no way MM will lose
three games in a row. The Aggies
will bear their in-state rival.

A&M is due baby!

Texas Tech 28. Texas A&M 21

Texas ASM 38. Texas Tech 24

Texas A&M 40. Texas Tech 28

Nebraska gets its fist Big Ten wn

rJetjraskawIrebcundoffoflheir

The Buckeyes offense looks

This is a shout out to the kid in

narouL

lossagaKBtWrsconynard crush the

completely lost but their defense

my VCT 2800 class OSU in the

Budsyes

will keep this game from being a

pick 'em!

guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

on the board.

wTexas Tech

5

9

and every 3x3 box contains

momentum with a win over the
Arkansas-10

No.24 Texas ASM

6

2

To play: Complete the grid
vs.No.HIAricansas

1

3

the nation.

against a great defense.

LSU-14

9

7 5

Sports Editor

rebounds from a rough game last
Western looks good in all aspects,
week to remain perfect in MAC play.

vs-W.Mkhlyn

5 6

RYAN SATKOWIAK

Upset special of the week. BG
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Texas A&M-9.5
Texas A&M 34. Texas Ttdi 21

Ohio State
w No. 14 Nebraska

blowout.

Nebraska-II
Nebraska 38, OSU10

21-9

Overall record

W

Nebraska 45. OSU 24

Nebraska 21, OSU 7

Nebraska 38, OSU 13

20-10

23-7

16-14

EA SPORTS

VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN

3

4

0 3 3 3 9
7 0 3 0 10

2

£

This week's top performers:
BGSU: RB Jordan Hopgood: 13 rush, 64 yards
K Stephen Stein 3-4 field goals, long of 36
Editors note: Matt Schilz injured during game.
REAL RECORD

VIRTUAL RECORD

3-2

2-4

RUGBY
From Page 6
where his team could have
won by a lot more if he made
more of his kicks.
"Last week against
Indiana I did not do well at
all... I only made two of my
kicks out of a possible six,"
Marshall said.
But despite Ben's inconsistency with his kicks he
has made an impression on

coach Tony Mazzarella.
"I think Frank Viancourt,
Mike Zieglcr and Ed Luther
in the forwards, and Ben
Marshall. Dominic Matter
and Max Narewski in the
backs have done the most for
our team," Mazzarella said.
He added that Luther
and Viancourt have made
an impact on defense with
Narewski doing a great job
at replacing Nick Viviani at
the position of fly half.
In general though,

ruinrn!^'""««»

PRIZESUOOKUxw

Check out BG hockey over break

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA '12 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.

CO

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Fall break, what a great time.
A time to take a couple
of days off from school and
relax, maybe go home to see
some old friends and have
a home-cooked meal. lust
the thought of fall break is a
soothing thought.
What? You live far away and
can't go home?
See, 1 find myself in this situation every fall break. Well ...
this is only the third time it's
happened but you get the pi fat
Traveling 3,000 miles to go
home for an extended weekend jusl isn't really the smartest
thing to do. I knew that when I
came to BG.
I found myself bored out of
my mind with nothing to do,
but there is a solution for that
this weekend.
The BG hockey team opens

FOOTBALL
From Page 6

the coach has not been
pleased with his team's
effort and has really put
the pressure on them at
practice to succeed.
"We ran a very physical,
high pressured practice on
Tuesday, and that will be
the case tomorrow as well,"
Mazzarella said.
He described Air Force
as being one of the "fittest"
teams in the country and
said that his team will have
their hands full.

battle.
lerry "Booboo" Gates
credits their punter, Brian
Schmiedebusch, for much of
their special team's success.
"I le's got a great leg," Gates
said. "With him putting the
ball deep it gives us time to
cover and get in our lanes."
This will be the Falcons'
third straight game on the
road, but Schilz said it doesn't
change anything.
"It's just another game
whether it's home or away,
Visit

its season this weekend with a
pair of games against UConn.
Not necessarily as exciting
as them opening the weekend of fall break in 2010 with
Michigan, but it will still be a
great series.
I thoroughly enjoy the guns
of hockey: have ever since 1
could basically walk, so maybe
I'm a bit biased when I say
attending a BG hockey game
is probably the best thing to do
on campus.
I've never even attended a
game here as a fan. Every one
of my previous visits to the
BGSU Ice Arena has been in
the press box. whether it was
doing work for the Athletic
Communications Department
or for The BG News.
For you freshman who have
yet to experience what a BG
hockey game is like, or really anyone who is going to be stuck hen.'
this weekend with nothing to do,
I highly recommend taking the
walk to the ice arena to check the
Falcons out this weekend

The atmosphere is electric,
especially when the student
section is packed.
Most importantly, and something you all should lake note of,
our hotkey team has a chance
to be pretty good this year.
While it's hard to get excited
about a victory in an exhibition game, against a Canadian
University, the Falcons were
able to put up seven goals last
weekend against the Ontario
Institute of lechnokigy.
To put that into perspective,
the most goals the Falcons
scored in a game in the second half of last season was
three, and that was in a loss to
Northern Michigan.
In fact, the Falcons only
scored nine goals in the five
postseason games they played
last season.
So if you'll be here this weekend, give the games a shot.
What better way to spend a late
evening than getting rowdy
with a bunch of people you've
never met before?

and I think we've got to come
ready to play every Saturday
whether we are tired or not,"
Schilz said. "That's just how it
goes in this league.''
Western's defensive coordinator Dave Cohen and
Clawson have a history
together when it comes to
matchups, and Clawson said
this one will be no different.
Clawson and Cohen spent
four years together on the
same staff, out of the 23 years
Clawson has been coaching.
What is even greater is in
the 19 years that they have not
been side-by-side, their teams
have competed 11 times.

"We're good friends today,
we will be good friends on
Sunday, but we won't be
good friends on Saturday."
Clawson said.
Clawson feels the MAC has
improved since a year ago.
Overall he feels the caliber
of the football teams and the
levels that they are playing at
have increased.
"Our goal when the year
is over is that we are one
of those teams, and that's
why this week's game is critical," Clawson said. "We're
going to have to play well
in October so November still
has meaning."

BGNews.com

Search BG News Sports on Facbook
IVIUAGE

APARTMENTS

* 1 +2 BR
Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases *
• Minutes from BGSU *

Deferred!
Properties Co.

www.preferredpropertiesco.com

BEWARE OF WHAT LURKS IN THE

Office Hours: Monday - Friday 18am - 4:30pm

^^ Find
Oirtrl a
it Place
Ql/tfn to
»i-> Call
(~fill Home
Llnmn

530 S. Maple St. 1419.352.9378

HAUNTED ENGINE HOUSE
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
8PM - 11PM

CI Bedroom & Efficiency Houses Also Available)

« Pet friendly community •
• Utilities included*

$7 admission
and

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

Bring in this ad for $1 off admission
on Friday Nights only.

Located at:
^^
300 Napoleon Road i^3k
in Bowling Green LSI

limit onr per visitor
I4U17JM17S

11600 County Hd «, Flndlay

wwwnwo... r.,haunti-d

r..Vr 1-75 South lo Fill 161. turn left al the werdas*,
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RYAN SNASHALL midfielder No. 5. attempts to get the ball away from IPfWs Bcent Helton in a game earlier this season.

Men's soccer falls to Ohio State in
overtime, takes on Buffalo Sunday
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Romrtpr

The Falcons took to the road
again Wednesday on a trip
to Columbus to take on Ohio
State from the Big Ten.
B(l competed very well
throughout the entire game
until Ohio State put in the
game's first and only goal in
overtime to win 1-0.
"I'm proud of our effort and
way we played today,'' coach
Brie Nichols said. "Sometimes
things just don't go your way.''
At the beginning of the
game, both teams were getting a feel for each other until
BG midfielder Danny Baraldi
made a move by a defender
and was through on goal. He
then beat the goalkeeper but
missed the far post net.
In the 12th minute. BG
goalie Michael Wiest got into
his second collision of the
game and soon after that was
taken out of the game and
replaced by Miguel Rosales.
"Michael rolled his ankle
in warm-ups, we thought he
would be OK but he obviously
was not," Nichols said. "We
have three really good goalkeepers who can play in any
game. We have a ton of confidence in that group"
With just under 20 minutes left in the first half, BG
forward Rodcliff Hall laid a

ball off for Baraldi who took
a shot but it went wide of the
right post.
Less than two minutes
later the Buckeyes thought
they had broken through
when a headed ball landed
in the back of the net. But the
rcf had his flag up for offside
on Ohio State, so the goal did
not count.
About 11 minutes before
halftime Rosales was forced
to make a diving save on a
ball that was destined for the
far left post. The Falcons and
Buckeyes went into halftime
tied 0-0 despite each team
having ten shots each.
The Buckeyes came out of
halftime ready to play with
two good chances to get on
the board within the first 70
seconds of the second half,
but Rosales kept them out of
the net.
"Miguel made a lot of good
plays for us and managed the
back line well." Nichols said.
With nine minutes gone
in the half, the Falcons had
a good chance to take the
lead. Off of a Baraldi corner.
BG defender Tanner Fink got
his head to the ball and put it
on frame, but the Ohio State
goalie saved it.
Both teams had many
more chances to get on the
board but both defenses
held up well. As Fink took a

f TneWNews
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Help Wanted

shot with under six minutes
remaining, it was blocked by
a Buckeye defender.
The Falcons had one more
chance with under a minute
left as BG midfielder Zach
Lemke made two moves
past two defenders and took
a low shot, but like the rest
of the game the Buckeye
goalie made the save, sending the game to overtime
with a 0-0 score.
The Falcons and Buckeyes
had a few chances in the
beginning of the first overtime but the Buckeyes capitalized on theirs.
Off of a long throw in and
midfielder Brady Wahl found
the loose ball and put it by
Falcons goalkeeper Rosales
for the 1-0 win.
"I'm pleased with what
we did with the ball and our
movement off the ball today,"
Nichols said. "We just could
not find the net, I have no
complaints about this game."
The Falcons will look to
bounce back from this loss
Sunday when they continue
Mid-American Conference
play at Buffalo.
"I thought this was one
of our best performances
so far even though we lost,"
Nichols said. "There are a lot
of positives we can take from
this and we will grow from
them."

For Rent

Seeking babysitter, mornings
before 9am & evenings after 5pm
Please call 419-494-9233

Make
Gloom mate
Rural stretch
"... two fives for _?'
Skin malady, perhaps
Whaf crews use
Expression of disappointment
Bit of code
Hair care purchase
"A Moon for the Misbegotten*
playwright
56 Longshoremen's aids
59 Baggy
60 Net reading
61 'Tiger in your tank" company
62 Ban's predecessor at the U.N.
63 Bastes, e.g.
64 Attic constructions
65 Bridge seats
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$390-S500/mo + utils.
www.bgapartments.com
419-352-8917
3 8R house w/ all appliances.
$600/mo + utiis. 217 Palmer Ave
Call 419-934-0128

Subieaser for apt, female prel.
avail 12/11-6/12. $425/mo
Email: kqailow@bgsu.edu
Subleaser needed for 1 BR apt.
A/C. by park, S360/mo + utils
Call 864-283-5817
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Houses & Apartment
AVAILABLE

FOR

201

We have Efficiencies,
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished
are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.

STOP

by our office & pickup
Listings also Available On-Line
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Quality' Service, Quality Housing
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Follow us on Twitter

1 or 2BR Apt. 822 2nd S!

GRAND OPENING TIRE SALE
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D
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Complete rental listing available
on-line and in rental office.
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

■Avail now 3-5 BRs. just changed,
146 S Coll house, next to BGSU.
W/D. AC Also rms $225/mo,
and 1/1/12 -1 8 2BRapts
Call 353-0325, Cartyrentals com

[lows (M mm * inx« *M> WI two HUT lUf • fWBY UB

d

'I know it's early, students calling
for 2012-2013 s.y. 419-353-0325
cartyrentals com

Looking for in-home child care for
1 year ok), a few days a week
from 7:30am to 4pm.

Call 419-372-7055

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
49
51

Great Selections * Great Locations • Great Prices

NOW AVAIL! 2 BR apis, ideal
location, new updates, units avail
w/ new W/D. private parking. A/C
Call 419-304-9426 or email:
phazlett607@roadrunner.com

Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp. needed, training crse
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174

Mideast capital
Last lap efforts
Spa sounds
Indigent
Lake creator
Interior decorator's
concern

Juiced
Sleep acronym
Cooking utensil
Dawn goddess
French onion soup
topping
Numbers after nine,
often
Sam & Dave, e.g.
Nixon's first veep
Union acquisition?
Vandalizes, in a way
Gov't. train wreck
investigators
Those, to Pedro
Future atty.'s hurdle
Eye part
'CSI: NY' airer
Microbrewery buy
Altercation

For Rent

For Sale

•"The following Mobile Home will
be offered at Public sale on
October 18th. 2011. 11:00am.
at 535 W Gypsy Lane Rd, Lot 8A,
Bowling Green, OH, 43402
For more details, call Tom at
248-618-7357""
2001 Skyline 64 x 28
Ref'69984863
Minimum Bid S26.000.00

1 Smoldering bit
6 Slip a Mickey
10 It may have all the answers
14 Stiller's partner
15 High rollers' destination
16 Hall of 10?
17 Speed skater Apoto
Ohno
18 Health enhancer, so it's said
20 It "is no problem. You just have
to live long enough": Groucho
Marx
22 Pickup facilitator
23 'Friendly skies" co.
24
center
27 PC time meas.
29 Performed, in a way
32 Band that performed "Whip If
33 Bars in stores
34 1965 NCAA tennis champ
35 Aaron's team lor 21 seasons
37 Unexpected twist (and a hint to
what's hidden inside 18-. 20-.
51- and 56-Across,

1 Net reading
2 "Writing on the wall" word
3 Michigan's Cereal City
4 Steamy
5 Arrested
6 Bore
7 Bank takeback, briefly
8 Deprive ol |uice?
9 Israel's Meir
10 Pre-Communism leader
11 Thing to stop on
12 Savings lor later yrs.
13 When repeated with
35
"oh" in between.
36
"Wow!"
38
19 Slippery swimmer
39
21 Mythical beast, to
44
locals
24 Epiphanies
45
25 Score-tying shot
26 Olympics broadcaster 47
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319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours - Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
419.354.2260 | www.johrinewloverealestate.com
SUCCESSFUIIY SERVING BGSU STUDENTS SINCI

